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Today is March 31, 2015. My name is CHARLES (TIP) TIPTON and I am in the senior physiologist 

lounge in the Boston Convention Center during the Annual Meeting of the American Physiological 

Society. Today I have the pleasure and the honor of interviewing Dr. Piergiorgio Strata for the 

Society's Living History Project. Dr. Strata has been a member of APS since 1997 who has been 

affiliated with the University of Turin in Italy. His most recent research has focused on cerebellar 

physiology including the role of cerebellum in emotions. The cerebellum has also been used to 

study the mechanisms of brain repair and activity-dependent plasticity. Welcome to the Living 

History Project Dr. Strata, and thank you for agreeing to be interviewed for this series. 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

Let me say that I always enjoyed being a member of this Society and now I’m very happy to be 

here to be interviewed and to meet you personally. I apologize for my English which is not top 

class. 

 

                        TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

Don’t apologize; your English is better than my Italian. Shall we begin? 

1. You were born in a small village in Northern Italy in 1935. Tell us about your early years 

and the impact of the war on your family. 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

I was born in a small village in the Northern Italy near the border with France where my father was 

a country doctor. My mother was a school teacher, but after getting married she became a 

housewife. In 1939 my father was accused of disloyalty to fascism, and after a trial he was 

condemned to jail. Soon after, in 1940, he was confined to a small village named Atripalda, in the 

south of Italy near Naples, very far away from us (Fig. 1). He was able to return home in 1945 at 

the end of World War II. My father became a kind of hero of the resistance against the fascism and 

his history was a matter of my admiration. During the rest of his life he was always inclined to help 

people. He instilled in me the true values of life with a ‘philosophy of to be’ instead of ‘to have’. 
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Fig. 1 

                               TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

2. You have every right to be proud of your father and I wished we had time to discuss his 

exploits in more detail. Would you tell us about your family upbringing and how you became 

interested in science? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

After having lived with the difficulties of a war as a child, I remember that after the war there was 

an atmosphere of starting a new life where the personal enterprise was highly rewarding. Thus, 

when I had to decide for the high school I chose the most demanding class. I excelled in 

mathematics and physics where I was lucky to have an outstanding teacher. My scientific skills 

were not matched by my abilities in humanities despite a teacher that I still consider him the 

person who contributed to shape my brain in line with the same values of my father. 

During that period, my life was full of too many interests in different fields, like music, voluntary 

services and several sports. I liked the challenges never being afraid of being defeated. In sport I 

was more successful in the long jump and in 1953 I won the Italian championship setting the new 

national record for the juvenile (under 21 years of age) category. To me science was great, but I 

was looking at scientists as Gods in the Olympus. It was like to love music with the perception that 

you would never become a composer. 

 

                        TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

  I LIKE YOUR ANALOGY, 
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3. Can you tell us about your academic training and how you ended up in Giuseppe Moruzzi’s 

Institute of Physiology in Pisa? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

My life style changed completely in 1954, when I had to choose my University curriculum. My 

preference was for physics. However I decided to become a doctor because I felt more confident 

to find a life job in my father’s field and with his help. As I did in sport, I liked to select the most 

difficult option and I tried to compete for the two seats at the most famous college attached to 

the Scuola Normale of Pisa. This College is now the Sant’Anna School where I’m sitting on the 

Board of Directors. Once more I was lucky not only because of my unexpected success but also 

because one of the examiners was Giuseppe Moruzzi who was usually inviting the winners of the 

competition to enter his worldwide famous Institute of Physiology. I was enthusiastic to accept the 

invitation by Moruzzi and I left all my previous multifaceted interests and my inborn curiosity 

became focused on science. I always considered the possibility to practice as a doctor, but as an 

escape door in case of non-success in pursuing the scientific career. 

The Institute at that time was the Mecca of sleep studies. Scientists were coming from all over the 

world. In 1961 Moruzzi organized in Pisa the first World meeting of the International Brain 

Research Organization also called IBRO (Fig. 2). I met the most outstanding scientists in the field of 

neuroscience. Among them was Sir John C. Eccles who later was awarded the Nobel Prize. Several 

years later I spent my PhD period with him in Canberra. 

 

 

Fig. 2 
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                                      TIPON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

4. YOU MENTIONED GIUSEPPE MORUZZI, TELL US MORE ABOUT HIM! 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

At that time Moruzzi was the most famous Italian physiologist. In 1936 he started a series of 

experiments which showed the role of the paleocerebellum on vegetative functions. This 

pioneering results have been revaluated recently also in my most recent experiments on the role 

of cerebellum in emotions. Later he collaborated with Frederic Bremer, a pioneer on sleep 

research (Fig. 3). In 1938 he went to Cambridge to collaborate with Edgar Adrian, awarded with 

Charles Scott Sherrington with the Nobel Prize in 1932. Moruzzi and Adrian recorded for the first 

time from single cortico-spinal neurons. They correlated the waves of the electroencephalogram 

with the synchronous firing of the cortical cells. In 1939 he was invited by the Northwestern 

University in Chicago to be there with Horace W. Magoun. Unexpectedly, they found the role of 

the ascending reticular formation to be important in the regulation of the sleep-wakefulness cycle. 

I like to remind the listeners that my proposal in the paper of 1949 which described their discovery 

is now in the history books of the APS. This paper is still a milestone in the physiology of sleep (Fig. 

4). To me, this brief story about Moruzzi shows how important it is for a young talented scientist 

to be in contact with different outstanding people; a wonderful training experience. 

 

 

Figura 3 
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Fig. 4 

 

                                    TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

5. I COMPLETELY AGREE, PLEASE TELL US SOMETHING CONCERNING YOUR FIRST IMPACT ON 

SCIENCE! 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

As undergraduate medical student I had to follow different research groups in order to learn 

different technologies which were running in the institute. As a topic for my MD thesis, Moruzzi 

suggested that I should start a new line of research by studying a frontier field, i.e. the neural basis 

of behavior. To this aim, he sent me, during the summer time vacation period, in one of the most 

prestigious laboratory located in Cambridge which was internationally recognized for the study of 

animal behavior. The institute was directed by Nikolaas Tinbergen who was awarded the Nobel 

Prize later in 1973. I spent one full month in open fields with Dr Robert Hinde to watch different 

types of experiments. When I returned to Pisa I discussed with Moruzzi several behavioral models 

we could investigate the underlying neural structure. In Cambridge I observed a simple 

experiment. In a countryside open field during the day time, you place a stuffed owl under a tree 

and in a short time you see several chaffinches which stand in the branches and emit special high 

frequency short sounds to call other chaffinches to attack the enemy owl. This behavior is called a 

mobbing response and the repeated sounds are considered to be an expression of fear. Following 

lesion of the caudal part of the striatal region, the chaffinches retained a good visual perception 

elaborated by the optic lobes, they could emit the same sounds in a spontaneous pattern, but the 
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emotional response was abolished. This dissociation between perception and emotion, to my 

young experience, was exciting particularly when I saw my results quoted in a book edited by 

Hinde and in a Handbook of sensory physiology. 

My MD thesis provided me with the chance to meet for the first time Rita Levi Montalcini in 1960 

at the time when she was the ‘queen’ of the new Nerve Growth Factor (NGF). It was Moruzzi who 

organized for me a visit to her in order to seek her advice to identify the lesioned structures in the 

chaffinch brain. I was much impressed to hear the simple, but revolutionary story of the 

immunosympathectomy obtained by using NGF antibody. 

 

                                     TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

6. YOU CAN’T STOP NOW, TELL US MORE ABOUT RITA MONTALCINI! 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

She was born into a Jewish family in Turin. In 1930, against the wishes of her conservative 

Victorian father, she entered the Medical School, being a companion of Renato Dulbecco and 

Salvatore Luria. This trio is unique in being three Nobelists coming from the same classroom. 

Following Mussolini’s 1938 Manifesto disallowing Jews from further education, Rita was barred 

from entering the University. It was a most difficult period in which she made an outstanding 

discovery. She set up a primitive lab at home and inspired by an article published in 1934 by Viktor 

Hamburger, she showed that a diffusible growth-promoting factor was necessary for neuronal 

development. Although invited by Hamburger for a semester in St Louis, she stayed there almost 

30 years! The series of extraordinary discoveries in rapid succession resulted in her receiving the 

Nobel Prize with Stanley Cohen in 1986 (Fig. 5). This picture was taken at an international meeting 

which I organized in Rome to celebrate Rita’s 100 years. There was a wide participation of 

scientists and politicians. 

Rita, with whom I have been in contact all of my life, had established the European Brain Institute 

in Rome, and of which in 2008 I became its Scientific Director, wrote: “to be a successful scientist it 

is not necessary to have a high degree of intelligence, nor the capacity of a perfectionist, but total 

dedication, regardless of difficulties “in such a way we can face problems that others, more critical 

and cute, will not face”. 
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Fig. 5 

                                              TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION             

7. Outstanding advice. What can you tell us about your postgraduate period? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

As a postgraduate student I could enjoy for the first time a new life style of living the entire day in 

the laboratories, to establish close friendship with the many Italian and foreign colleagues and to 

focus my mind on specific interests. At the same time I enjoyed to get married and to share the 

free time with my colleagues. It was customary, at least once in a month, to have dinner in modest 

‘trattoria’ in the countryside. 

After my MD I was lucky to have as a collaborator for the next three years, Giovanni Berlucchi, an 

MD coming from the Neurology of the University of Pavia who had been accepted by Moruzzi in 

our Institute. With Giovanni we establish a long lasting and still enduring friendship and performed 

interesting experiments on vision, but also on sleep in collaboration with Moruzzi. We identified 

sleep inducing structures located in the caudal art of the brainstem. For an additional period of 

two years I had a separate series of experiments on the same topics. 

 

                                                     TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

8. LET’S CONTINUE THE DISCUSSION. You worked with Sir John Eccles in Canberra and then 

moved to Chicago when Eccles came to the Institute of Biomedical Research of the American 

Medical Association. What can you tell us about your research at the time and what was it like 

to work with a Nobel Prize winner? 
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STRATA’S RESPONSE 

As mentioned earlier, I met Sir John Eccles at the IBRO meeting in Pisa. However, I had always in 

mind that one day I would be able to work with him. In July 1963 I was accepted to go to Canberra 

and in December he was awarded the Nobel Prize. This news increased my excitement for the new 

adventure that would start two years later or in 1965. I moved there with my new family, wife and 

two little kids. The John Curtis School of Medical Research was the most organized scientific 

laboratory I ever saw. At that time Sir John moved from his traditional spinal cord studies that 

occupied most of his life, to the thalamus and to the cerebellum with the collaboration of Per 

Andersen from Norway. The cerebellar studies aimed at outlining the architectural wiring with the 

valid collaboration of Rodolfo Llinás and Kazuo Sasaki. I joined the last part of this story that now is 

in all textbooks. 

The experience was unique and marvellous. We were running two experiments a week and every 

Friday there was an informal meeting with other people, two of them being PhD students; David 

Armstrong and Robin Harvey. The results obtained in each experiment were immediately analysed 

by Sasaki and me the following day. Then we were sitting with Sir John around a table for a critical 

assessment and to better plan the next experiment. We were enjoying the Saturday tennis and tea 

parties in his beautiful house. It was like belonging to a large family. 

At that time Sir John decided to move to the Institute of Biomedical Research of the American 

Medical Association in Chicago and he invited me to join him as a member for a five years period. I 

obtained an immigrant visa for me and my family. The visa would have allowed me to become an 

American citizen. I was also appointed Honorary Associate Professor of Neurology at the 

Northwestern University. 

On my arrival the new Institute was not yet ready to start the scientific activity. Thus, we had 

plenty of time to discuss different topics also in different fields. Among them we started to discuss 

on artificial intelligence and often about the brain-mind problem. This issue was a major interest 

for him since he was working with Sherrington and as such it remained for the rest of his life. 

Later he wrote a famous book with Sir Karl Popper with the title ‘The self and its brain’. Both of 

them agreed on a dualistic view. However, their agreement was only on the words. In fact, they 

had an opposite interpretation. Sir John was supporting a substance dualism while Sir Karl a 

property dualism which can be identified with what Roger Sperry called emergent monism several 

years before. 
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The brain-mind problem was the topic of an international meeting that I organized in Venice in 

1990 in collaboration with a young philosopher from Milan, Giulio Giorello, with the presence of 

the best experts in the field (Fig. 6). Although I was aligned with Sir Karl, this did not affect our 

relationship. I remained in close contact with him particularly after he retired in the Italian region 

of Switzerland until his death in 1997. I maintained my interest in this field and recently I wrote a 

small booklet for the laymen with my present view. 

 

 

Fig. 6 

                     TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

 

9. INTERESTING. HOWEVER, I WOULD LIKE TO GO BACK TO AFTER YOU SPENT TWO YEARS WITH 

ECCLES, RETURED TO PISA, AND WHEN YOU ACCEPTED A POSITION IN MORUZZI’S INSTITUTE, 

PLEASE TELL US HOW YOUR RESEARCH PROGRAM DEVELOPED IN HIS INSTITUTE? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

After two years with Sir John, Moruzzi offered me a permanent position with an independent lab 

in Pisa. Italy, at that time, was a leading country in science and the conditions to work were 

excellent. Therefore I accepted the position in Pisa in 1967. Life was great. However, the ’68 

world-wide political movements had a sad impact on the Italian science a few years later. A new 

political trend bag-snatched what was called “the Italian miracle” and science was no longer a 

priority. Nonetheless, Pisa was still an island where it was possible to work in good conditions, due 

to the international connections of Moruzzi with the best scientists in the world. I continued my 
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activity in studying the functional differences of the two main inputs to the cerebellar cortex; the 

mossy fiber (MF) and the climbing fiber (CF) inputs.  

 

                             TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTIONS 

10. HOWEVER, IN 1975, YOU MOVED TO THE UNIVERSITY OF TURIN WHERE YOU ARE 

CURRENTLY AN EMERITUS PROFESSOR, CAN YOU TELL US YOUR REASONS FOR MOVING AND 

HOW YOUR RESEARCH PROGRESSED IN THE NEW ENVIRONMENT? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

The Institute in Pisa was full of excellent Italian scientists. But, most of them had to leave Italy or 

to move to other Universities in order to achieve a Professorship. Thus, I agreed to organize 

infrastructures in a new University to be approved by the Government and to start a new scientific 

life. The approval time period became too long and in 1975 I accepted an appointment to move as 

full Professor in the University of Turin. Here I spent the rest of my academic life until 2010 when I 

became Emeritus, which is still my present position. 

Life in Turin was not easy because of the obsolete infrastructures and a lot of empty space where I 

was supposed to work. While waiting for the development, I spent short, but fruitful, periods in 

Frankfurt, Zurich and Paris where I put the roots for my future European collaborations. 

 

    TIPTON’S RESPONSE OR QUESTION 

11. WITH THAT INFORMATION AS A BACKGROUND, PLEASE YOU DISCUSS WITH OUR LISTERNES 

SOME OF THE INDIVIDUALS WHO WORKED WITH YOU IN TURIN? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

My first experience of teaching was traumatic! Until the end of the sixties the access to the 

medical Faculty was competitive. However, following the ’68 political movement the access was 

open to any student after the high school with no number limitation. In this way the right to study 

conflicted with the right of a citizen to receive a good medical assistance.  

When I started my lectures in Human Physiology in1975, there were 4 Professors and 3.500 

students. My teaching concerned mainly the brain physiology. The room was overcrowded with 

students sitting also on the floor. This catastrophic condition was counterbalanced by the fact that 

the brain was a most attractive topic for students and I had a high number of applications willing 
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to be admitted to assist in our experimental activity. The selection of the few privileged ones had 

the outcome that I could recruit every year a few students and among them I could identify and 

select outstanding ones. This severe selection allowed me to create an excellent group of people 

who are now independent and internationally recognized scientists. Some of them had a carrier in 

basic or clinical sciences in Italy or abroad in Europe and in United States. 

With such highly selected scientists and several European grants, I was able to organize a good 

scientific environment for me and my colleagues, despite the impending bureaucratic legislation 

which is still present as a burden on our scientific performance.  

 

TIPTON’S RESPONSE OR QUESTION 

12. AT THIS TIME I WOULD LIKE TO FOCUS ON YOUR INVOLVEMENT WITH APS WHICH STARTED 

WITH YOUR SERVICE AS AN ASSOCIATE EDITOR for News in Physiological Sciences? Can you tell 

us about that experience and who was the editor of the journal at that time?  

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

Yes, The Editor was Stanley Schultz who was at the University of Texas, Houston, while Christian 

Bauer from Geneva was a deputy editor. 

I joined the APS many years ago and followed with great interest the activity in the important field 

of outstanding publications. I preferentially attended the meetings of the Society for Neuroscience 

because they became the venue for other activities. Every year I could fulfil my duties related to 

my role in different organizations. I enjoyed being an Associate Editor of the ‘News in Physiological 

Sciences’ for many years and in participating in the ad hoc meetings pertaining to the publication 

policy. This activity is listed in my CV and contributed positively to my career. In addition, it gave 

me the chance to be in touch with new colleagues. 

 

TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

13. LET’S CONTINUE. You have played a leadership role in a number of societies, most notably as 

President for the Italian Society for Neuroscience and as President of the National Institute of 

Neuroscience. Can you tell us about those experiences and why they are important in one’s 

scientific career? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 
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I always believed that some of my time should be dedicated to communicating science to the 

public and to serve in scientific societies or other scientific organizations. Indeed, these activities 

are not so important for the scientific carrier but they should be considered a part of our 

responsibilities as scientists. I know Nobel laureates who have worked all their life in the lab. 

However, there are activities that enrich your vision and help to be updated on the policies of 

research. A good example is the position I have in the Board of Trustees of the Human Frontier 

Science Program since 20 years where I represent my Government. When the Program started 

over 25 years ago, the brain was considered a frontier and the activity was focused on two main 

separate topics; molecular biology and integrative functions of the brain. Slowly we moved to new 

frontiers. Now we are trying trying to create a multidisciplinary approach by having people who 

work on the same concept in different models. To me, this interdisciplinary activity is the most 

modern aspect of life sciences. 

 

TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTIONS 

14. LET'S CHANGE THE TOPIC TO YOUR SEVERAL AWARDS AND PRESTIGIOUS POSITIONS LIKE 

ACADEMIA EUROPAEA. CAN YOU TELL US MORE FULLY ABOUT YOUR RESEARCH AND WHAT YOU 

CONSIDER TO BE YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

When I became independent, my main activity was addressed to the cerebellar physiology. One 

topic was the characterization of the functional organization of the two main inputs to the 

cerebellar cortex, the MF and the CF, as two parallel channels. Second, I described afferent 

projections to the spinocerebellum from the motor cortex matching the peripheral somatotopic 

representation for both MF and CF inputs. Therefore, the name ‘spinocerebellum’ should now be 

considered only on an evolutionary and not on a functional ground. A most significant contribution 

to cerebellar physiology, however, was the demonstration that phasic excitatory climbing fibre 

synapses exert also a strong tonic inhibitory action on the Purkinje cells firing with a significant 

role in the maintenance of the dynamic properties of the cerebellar control of motricity. In the 

absence of the climbing fibre input, Purkinje cells fire constantly at high rate with a dis-regulation 

of motor control. 

On another line of research, using the cerebellum as a model, I contributed to the field of brain 

repair and of activity-dependent plasticity. I demonstrated the plastic regenerative properties of 
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the climbing fibres under the form of collateral sprouting leading to the reinnervation of the target 

in such a way that the original projection map could be re-established. I provided the first 

demonstration that embryonic Purkinje cells transplanted on the surface of the cerebellum can 

develop, migrate and be integrated in a healthy non-lesioned adult cerebellum with a fully mature 

phenotype both morphologically and functionally. This result was against the dogma that the 

intact brain does not accept additional neurons. In addition, with a transgenic approach, it was 

also demonstrated that it was possible to obtain the regeneration of Purkinje cell axons that 

normally are unable to regenerate. 

Finally, in more recent times I provided evidence that the cerebellum is involved in emotions. 

Specifically, the cerebellar vermis participates in the consolidation phase of fear memory. In this 

region we found a long-term potentiation of both the excitatory synapses between the parallel 

fibres and the Purkinje cells and of the feed-forward inhibition mediated by molecular layer 

interneurons. This concomitant potentiation ensures the temporal fidelity of the system. With a 

morphological approach we found an increase in the number of contacts between mossy fibre 

terminals and Golgi cells thus providing evidence of the potentiation of another feed-forward 

inhibition in the granular layer. 

 

TIPTON’S RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

15. IN YOUR OPINION, CURRENTLY, WHAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING TOPIC IN BRAIN 

PHYSIOLOGY? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

If I were young I would pursue the problem of the biological background of the mind. This is still a 

most unknown issue in science. The mind has been always a very controversial problem, too often 

in the hands of theoretical philosophers or of religious beliefs. In the most recent investigations on 

the black box where our mind is located scientists have opened a small hole to look inside and 

they started to see and to measure something. I’m confident in a fruitful dialog between 

neuroscientists and philosophers to frame some science-based hypotheses as part of the new 

discipline, the neurophilosophy.  

 

TIPTON’RESPONSE AND QUESTION 
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16. YOUR ANSWER IS CLEARLY FOOD FOR THOUGHT, WHICH BRINGS ME TO THE FINAL 

QUESTION - WHAT ADVISE WOULD YOU GIVE TO STUDENTS STARTING OUT IN SCIENCE TODAY? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

One should enjoy to do science and to play in a universal arena to compete friendly and fairly with 

your peers. In the life sciences there is still a chance to perform excellent discoveries by working in 

small groups provided that the work is done in an enriched environment with access to advanced 

technologies. In the early stage I would suggest choosing a team where the head of the group is 

available for an almost daily contact with his/her trainees and ready and open to discussion, rather 

than large assemblies of scientists guided by a chief. I would also suggest looking for the most 

prestigious groups to run at the frontier and not to be afraid of competition. You need mobility in 

the first few years of your adventure to acquire a wide culture and to mature your interests and 

your abilities. Then, you have to focus on one topic. 

 

TIPTON’RESPONSE AND QUESTION 

17. I LIKE YOUR ADVICE TO STUDENTS; HOWEVER, I HAVE ONE FINAL QUESTION. HOW DO YOU 

HANDLE DISSERTATION TOPICS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS, SPECIFICALLY, DO YOU ASSIGN 

THEM A TOPIC OR ARE THEY EXPECTED TO DEVELOP ONE OF THEIR OWN CHOOSING? 

 

STRATA’S RESPONSE 

Your question raises a most important issue in relation to the young investigators. My response is 

very clear. I’ve been always trying to get from a student a written proposal of possible projects 

he/she would like to pursue in the frame of our main activity. In my experience there was a high 

correlation between the quality of the proposal and the future success of the student. I like to say 

that this method was applied by Giuseppe Moruzzi when I was an undergraduate student. During 

the pause of the summer vacation we had to write one or more proposals as a topic for the 

incoming academic year. During the first week of September Moruzzi was used to discuss with 

each of us the proposals (sometime walking in the woods of the Garfagnana valley near Pisa). 

 

BOTH STAND UP TO SHAKE HANDS 
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ON BEHALF OF THE SOCIENTY, I WANT TO THANK YOU DR STRATA FOR PROVIDING AN 

INTERESTING AND INFORMATIVE LIVING HISTORY DIALOGUE. I TRULY ENJOYED THE PLEASURE OF 

MEETING AND LEARNING ABOUT YOU AND I AM SURE THE VIEWERS FEEL THE SAME. IN DUE TIME 

A VIDEO OF THIS DISCUSSION WILL BE ON THE APS HOME PAGE. 

 


